
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 Strategic Customer Relationship Excellence in the Changing Business World 

Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation co-hosted the CRE & CSQS Roundtable 

 APCSC officially launched the CRE Leadership Prime Book 
 

Taipei –February 13, 2012 – Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium (APCSC) held a Customer Relationship 
Excellence (CRE) & Customer Service Quality Standard (CSQS) Roundtable together with Taipei Rapid Transit 
Corporation in Taipei. The CRE & CSQS Roundtable, with the theme of “Strategic Customer Relationship Excellence 
in the Changing Business World”, has attracted experts and senior executives of CRM, Market Communication, Media 
Planning and Business Operation fields from different industries including banking, insurance, ICT, manufacturing, 
public service and direct selling sectors in Taiwan. 
 
The following prestigious senior experts and market leaders shared insights about a wide range of topics and answered 
audience’s questions: 

 

� Mr. Jason Chu, Chairman, APCSC, CRE Awards Panel of Judge 

� Mr. Gwa-Guang Tan, President, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation 

� Mr. Kuo-Yen Wei,  Chairperson, Research, Development and Evaluation Commission of Taipei City Government 

� Mr. Yea-Jou Shiau, Ph.D., Director of Chinese Society for Quality 

� Mr. Tai-liang Yang, Director, Station Operations Division, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation 
� Mr. Yi-Ching Chen, Senior Managing Director, Department of Customer Service, Chunghwa Telecom 
 
Mr. Jason Chu, Chairman of APCSC welcomed the audience, “With the impact of the financial crisis to the firms, firms 
are not only facing the challenges in the changing business world, they also need to satisfy customer expectations to 
products and services. Therefore, the CRE Leadership should face the fast changing landscapes in business, technology, 
internet and social media network positively to lead their firms establish a sustainable Customer Relationship 
Excellence strategy.” Mr. Jason Chu shared best practices and business cases on Strategic Customer Relationship 
Excellence from America, Europe, Hong Kong, Mainland China and Sri Lanka, as well as business cases from the CRE 
Leadership Prime Book published by APCSC.  
 
Mr. Gwa-Guang Tan, President of Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation (TRTC) welcome guests, “It is a great pleasure for 
Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation to co-host APCSC’s first Roundtable event in 2012. Since its inception, APCSC has 
for decades provided high quality communication platforms, organizing roundtable events in international cities in Asia 
Pacific region. I hope this roundtable can inspire different ideas, as reference for TRTC to develop strategy to enhance 
service quality. Apart from emphasizing on ‘safe, reliable, comfortable and convenient,’ TRTC in recent years also 
actively builds excellent service environment to take care of passengers’ experience. Guided services are provided for 
visually impaired passengers, intimate service is provided for stressed people in the busy city life to enjoy a 
moment of leisure time. Providing sophisticated service to establish outstanding customer relationship and to further 
enhance customer value is the company’s direction in recent years.” 
 
Dr. Kuo-Yen Wei, Chairperson of Research, Development and Evaluation Commission of Taipei City Government 
firstly thanked the invitation of APCSC, and participation of all the speakers, panelists and attendees. Dr. Wei then 
shared the Taipei City Government’s experience on maintaining excellent relationship with citizens. Dr. Wei 
introduced, “The current environment for public service industry has become similarly challenging as the changing 
business world. Therefore the relationship between government departments and citizens also demands new service 
strategies to maintain.” In his presentation “1999 citizen hotline – the current challenges and opportunities for public 
services”, Dr. Wei shared his keynote on how Taipei City Government has modified the service strategy, transformed 
customer service hotlines with quality to deal prudently with various challenges.  
 
Dr. Yea-Jou Shiau, Director of Chinese Society for Quality emphasized, “Taiwan’s service industry has exceeded NT$ 
8 trillion, accounting for more than 70% of GDP. Service sectors employ over 6 million people, over 60% of the total 
labor force. It is obvious that qualitative transformation has already started in different industries in Taiwan. Excellent 
customer service is an art, and also a commitment to customers on service quality. I believe that the service quality in 
Taiwan will grow sustainably.” Dr. Shiau then gave a presentation on “From customer service to service industry onsite 
management standard.” 



 
Subsequently Mr. Jason Chu presented CRM Communicate leaders certifications for all the speakers and panelists. Mr. 
Chu also presented the CRE Leadership Prime Book to Taipei City Government and Chunghwa Telecom, the 
immediate past winners of CRE Awards selected for business cases write up in the book. 
 
Through CRE & CSQS roundtable, APCSC has invited market leaders to share successful cases on corporate social 
responsibility, customer relationship, customer experience management and knowledge management, discussed 
problems and solutions in business management, stimulated innovation in the field of public service and commercial 
operations, brought new opportunities for brand building, and achieved win-win-win for companies, clients and society. 
 
APCSC also encouraged roundtable attendees to join the LinkedIn group “Strategic Customer Relationship Excellence 
CRE” which was recently launched to facilitate further discussion and sharing by panelists and audience after the 
roundtable. 

 
Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium (www.apcsc.com)  
Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium (APCSC) is founded with the belief of “Customer Relationship Excellence is the 
only way to sharpen your Competitive Edge!” The goal of the Consortium is to promote service quality and customer 
relationship excellence in international cities across Asia Pacific Region and to recognize and reward government bodies, 
companies, business units, teams, and individuals that have contributed to the success of both their customers and the 
organizations that they serve. APCSC jointly offers the most recognized global certifications for CRM, Customer Service and 
Contact Center with global education partners and international membership organizations to set World-Wide Standards. 
 
Customer Relationship Excellence (CRE) Awards 

The Customer Relationship Excellent (CRE) Awards has recognized many industry leaders and professionals for their 
customer centric service innovation. The participants have come from more international cities and business sectors in both 
corporate and individual categories, all demonstrating their business successes, best practices and insights on CRE. With the 
introduction of the Customer Service Quality Standard (CSQS) as important CRE Awards judging criteria, the participants 
have been benefited greatly from the best practices and critical success factors from a world-class framework.  
 
Customer Service Quality Standard (CSQS) 

The CSQS has been developed jointly by the Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium (APCSC) and the researchers at the 
University of Hong Kong (HKU), with industry support by the CSQS Committee Asia Pacific. It is the highest certification 
awarded to customer centric service organizations and centers that excel in customer relationship excellence. CSQS holds the 
most advanced and comprehensive key to providing a clear step-by-step roadmap for companies to deliver the best customer 

services. It embraces and integrates the balanced scorecard (BSC) management system and the ISO9000 quality 
management to provide a world-class framework with crystal clear roadmap and directions for transforming an organization 
into a customer-centric unit. 
 
The CRE Leadership Prime Book 

The CRE Leadership Prime Book aims at gathering the latest and best customer service concepts into a collection to 
demonstrate to all the corporations. The CRE Leadership Prime Book makes all the best practices into twelve sections, 
including Best Use of Knowledge Management, Customer Satisfaction Quality System, Global Support Services, People 
Development Program, Contact Year, Customer Service Center, Public Service and Technologies. The book includes the 
case studies of Dialog Telecom from Sri Lanka, RHB Bank Berhad Singapore, Chunghwa Telecom and Taipei City 
Government from Taiwan, Henderson Land Group, Hong Yip Service Co., Ltd., Goodwell Property Management Limited, 
AXA, BUPA, Hong Kong Observatory, CPIC from Mainland China and China Unionpay from Mainland China. Each case 
study consists of the best practice from the CRE Awards winners. Working with The Standard newspaper, APCSC published 
Chinese and English bilingual editorial write up to highlight CRE Leadership successes effectively to Asia Pacific leading 
companies in brand building, publicity and dissemination in the Greater China, Asia Pacific and international community. 
This book brings new opportunity for brand building. 
 
For Press interviews, APCSC CRE & CSQS Leadership Summit exhibition sponsorship, CRE Awards and 

sponsorship, please contact Ms. Lau via tel: (852) 2174 1428. enquiry@apcsc.com. For more information, please kindly 

check weibo.com/apcsc，Facebook: Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium，Twitter: CREAwards，LinkedIn: APCSC, 

MSN: enquiry@apcsc.com，QQ：2303712688 

 


